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Abstract
The Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) is proposing an accelerator-driven subcritical system (ADS) for efficient reduction of high-level radioactive waste generated in nuclear power 
plants. One of the challenging R&Ds for ADS is the reliability of the accelerator. In preparation for the full-scale design of the proton linac for the JAEA-ADS, we are now prototyping a 
single spoke cavity for low-beta (around 0.2) beam acceleration. As there is no experience of manufacturing a superconducting spoke cavity in Japan, the cavity prototyping and 
performance testing are essential to ensure the feasibility of the JAEA-ADS linac. To proceed to an actual cavity production, we have reviewed the fabrication method including 
frequency adjustment at manufacturing. We examined the electron-beam welding using niobium test pieces and investigated the welding condition for realizing the smooth underbead. 
Then, we started press forming of niobium sheets to shape each part of the cavity. The development status of the prototype spoke cavity at JAEA is presented.
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JAEA-ADS Linac

CW proton linac
- final beam energy : 1.5 GeV
- beam current : 20 mA

Multi-cell transit time factor

Number of cavity required  for JAEA-ADS

- βg = (0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8)
- E0 = (8.0, 8.0, 8.0, 16.0, 16.0)
- Φs = -30 deg

Prototype Spoke Cavity (SSR1)

Multipactor Analysis RF port length

Press and Machine Work of Niobium Cavity Parts Summary
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Work Test
for Cavity Fabrication

EBW test with niobium sheet

Press working test with
aluminum sheet

Input Coupler AntennaFrequency Adjustment
in Cavity Fabrication Process

E-field H-field Transit time factor and optimal beta Ez field distribution

Cavity parameter of the prototype spoke cavity

α= 1.83, Tc = 9.2 K

Rres = 10 nΩ (assumed)

Q0 = G/Rs

Estimated Q0-value
1.77×10^9 @ 4.2K (Rs = 50.9nΩ)
8.15×10^9 @ 2.0K (Rs = 11.0nΩ)

Qport=ωW/Pport
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RF port length

Qtotal=ωW/(Pcav+Pport)

Qcav=ωW/Pcav

RF port surfaces were assumed to be
・Super-conducting

(4.2K or 2.0K)
・Normal-conducting

(SUS: σ=1.35e6 S/m)

RF loss in the RF port surfaces (Pport) 
should be sufficiently lower than Pcav
even when the port surface is NC.

Therefore, the RF port length was
set to as 60 mm.

Cavity : Super (4.2K, Rs = 51nΩ)
RF-port: Super (4.2K, Rs = 51nΩ)

Cavity : Super (4.2K, Rs = 51nΩ)
RF-port: Normal (Rs = 31mΩ, σ=1.35e6)

Cavity : Super (2.0K, Rs = 11nΩ)
RF-port: Super (2.0K, Rs = 11nΩ)

Cavity : Super (2.0K, Rs = 11nΩ)
RF-port: Normal (Rs = 31mΩ, σ=1.35e6)

Cav_length

Cell_length

Gap Gap

Cav_length : 300 + dz
Cell_length : 87 + dz/2
Gap : 54 + dz/2

⇒ df/dz ≈ 300 kHz

Cavity frequency will be optimized by adjusting the cavity’s 
middle part length before electron-beam welding of each 
middle and end part of the cavity. 
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β=1 without beam
Qext 〜 Q0
β=1 with beam

Assuming Rs = 45nΩ ⇒ Q0 = 2.0×10^9

When Eacc = 5 MV/m, Leff = 0.2 m,
Ibeam = 20 mA, cosΦ = 0.866,

Qext = 2.4×10^5

With beam

Without beam

We finally  launched a development of 
superconducting niobium spoke cavity.
Before processing niobium material,
we carefully conducted various work 
test such as EBW test with niobium 
sheets and press working test with 
aluminum sheets.
After that, we started prototyping the 
niobium spoke cavity.
So far, each part of the prototype cavity 
has been fabricated.
We will soon configurate the cavity
shape by EBW jointing of those cavity 
parts.


